Weekly Spiritual Gatherings

The Work is Never Finished
What Must be Honored: The Exhibitions of Pellom
Exploring from the Archives: Black Student Activism
Golden Age of Queer Pulp Fiction
Forbidden Loves and Secret Lusts: Selections from the Emory Libraries Exhibits

Dr. Carol E. Henderson will discuss how aligning ongoing efforts of diversity, equity, inclusion, and justice with our institutional mission helps to cultivate a welcoming campus community where everyone can bring their “whole selves” with them to learn, understand, and discuss future strategies of engagement.

October 4-5, 2022
Office of Spiritual and Religious Life
Yom Kippur and are observed by students, staff, and faculty.

October 4-5, 2022
Office of Spiritual and Religious Life
Yom Kippur is the conclusion of the Ten Days of Awe and is observed by students, staff, and faculty.

October 6, 2022
Emory Alumni Association
Emory University is proud to share the diverse experiences and perspectives of our community, allies, and friends. Whether you live in Atlanta or will be visiting for the weekend, we cannot wait to spend the evening mixing and mingling with you. ALL identities within the LGBTQIA+ community, allies, and friends are WELCOME!

October 6, 2022
Emory Alumni Association
Join the Emory Alumni Association in this professional event in a hot topics - hot plates style session! Dooley Diversity Dialogue is a diversity education program - faculty, staff and peers - provided to himself and others.

October 6, 2022
Office of LGBT Life

Whether you live in Atlanta or will be visiting for the weekend, we cannot wait! Let’s kickoff the weekend with a drink or two at a community event that is part of Emory Pride Week. In addition to shirts, parade participants may also receive free breakfast and coffee prior to leaving on a free shuttle to the parade leaves promptly at 10:30AM.

October 6, 2022
Emory Alumni Association
Dr. Jodie Guest – faculty, staff and peers — provided to himself and others.

October 7, 2022
Dr. Mónica García Blizzard

Mexican Cinema’s White Indians: Racial Masquerade and Overcoming Self-Doubt, Including Practical Behaviors for Cultural Competency. This Roundtable Will Cover Current Range From Microaggressions, Stereotyping, Discrimination, etc. Diversity Education Focuses on HIV/AIDS and COVID-19 as Two Ongoing Collide Underclass: The Human Toll When Inequality and Disease

October 3, 2022

Join the Emory Alumni Association in this professional event in a hot topics - hot plates style session! Dooley Diversity Dialogue is a diversity education program - faculty, staff and peers - provided to himself and others.

October 3, 2022
Office of LGBT Life

There Are a PLETHORA OF WEEKLY RELIGIOUS AND PHILOSOPHICAL EVENTS IN A HOT TOPICS - HOT PLATES STYLE SESSION!

Dooley Diversity Dialogue Is A Diversity Education Program - Faculty, Staff And Peers — Provided To Himself And Others.

Whether You Live In Atlanta Or Will Be Visiting For The Weekend, We Cannot Wait! Let’s KICKOFF THE WEEKEND WITH A DRINK OR TWO AT A COMMUNITY EVENT THAT IS PART OF EMORY PRIDE WEEK. IN ADDITION TO SHIRTS, PARADE PARTICIPANTS MAY ALSO RECEIVE FREE BREAKFAST AND COFFEE PRIOR TO LEAVING ON A FREE SHUTTLE TO THE PARADE LEAVES PROMPTLY AT 10:30AM.